members of an observed group. Dramaturgy seems to provide sufficient conceptual weaponry to confront fabrications. Indeed, further consideration might show how dramaturgy represents a method for studying the tension between fabrications and the 'reality' they attempt to conceal.

Many issues concerning the utility and limits of dramaturgical methods are still left to be explored. Our efforts here have tried to bring together loosely associated pieces of research by emphasizing what we see as some underlying methodological themes. This type of endeavour leaves us open to the criticism of 'putting old wine into new bottles'. We prefer to think of our efforts as placing bottles of wine from a common vineyard into the same crate, the collection being worth more than the sum value of its parts. We also see work of this kind as satisfying a compelling need. With the emergence of deconstructionism, postmodernism, feminist methods and the like, sociology, as a modern science, stands to be severely discredited as a 'legitimate' enterprise. As others have claimed, sociologists need to keep pace by developing more reflexive and critical theories and methods. This chapter represents one voice in a new and expanding discourse.
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A method of contextualization

Part of sociologists' work is to contextualize individual and collective behaviour (Silverman and Gubrium 1994). Contextualization has both a substantive and a methodological dimension. Substantively, it means identifying specific constraints put on some members' behaviour and specific opportunities offered to them and to others. Methodologically, it is a necessary step for comparative analysis and for appropriate generalization of results.

Network analysis is an efficient way of contextualizing actors' behaviour, based on description and inductive modelling of a specific aspect of this context: the relational pattern, or 'structure', of the social setting in which action is observed. It requires collecting specific data on the relationships and exchanges between all the members, and analysing these data using specific procedures. In fact, it can be seen as a systematic and formalized version of a kind of analysis that sociologists and ethnographers have always done intuitively: collecting information on relationships among members of a social setting, mapping these relationships using visual graphs, clustering members in different sub-sets along different criteria (for instance, similar characteristics, similar political alignments or similar ties to others). Its technical development during the 1970s and 1980s, however, has provided sociology with new concepts and has renewed old theoretical debates. Based on this method, a new form of 'structural' sociology has developed. It uses its own concepts - such as structural equivalence, cohesion, centrality or autonomy - to participate in developing the theory of individual and collective action.

This is especially the case with complete networks; that is, networks in which researchers have information on the presence or absence of a tie
between any two members of the setting. As a consequence, organizations have been among the settings most studied by network analysts (besides urban communities, kinship systems and company boards; see Nohria and Eccles 1992, for a review). Although certain general topics are dominant in this production (such as organizational integration; relationships between centrality, autonomy and power; influence of ties on decisions; informal discriminatory mechanisms and visible competitive advantages), such studies deal with many substantive issues. For instance, they describe the ways in which 'friendship', advice or influence relationships cut across internal hierarchical, functional and office boundaries. They show the ways in which systems filter information reaching their members and the effects they have on the distribution and exchange of resources among them.

As a method of contextualization of behaviour, network analysis can dramatically enhance qualitative research. Conversely, it is impossible to design a network study, or to interpret the results provided by this type of analysis, without having previously performed a careful ethnography of the setting using classical approaches and questions. Used exclusively on its own, network analysis is a purely formal exercise. This chapter is meant to convey the spirit in which such studies are conducted. I first summarize, in a non-technical way, the standard procedures of network analytical approaches. Secondly, I provide an illustration, based on a case study, of the result of two of the main procedures. Thirdly, I look at the way network analysis and symbolic interaction can be combined by the practice of 'multi-level' contextualization. Finally, I summarize the added value provided by this method to qualitative approaches and some precautions to be taken when using it.

**Bridging the micro and macro levels**

A complete (analytically closed) social network is generally defined as a set of relations of a specific type (for instance, advice, support or control relationships) between a defined set of actors. Network analysis is the name given to a number of procedures for describing and modelling inductively the pattern of relations or 'relational structure' in this set of actors. Therefore, analytically speaking, relationships among actors have priority over their individual attributes. Structural reasoning is usually differentiated from 'categorical', which is based on more standard statistical reasoning. Researchers start with relations and structures, before they bring in characteristics of actors or actors' behaviour, in order to make sense of the structures emerging from the analysis, to explain the emergence of this particular structure, or to explain the observed behaviour as a function of actors' position in it. The main point is that researchers start with data on relations, adding information on attributes and additional being one of several stages. The main contribution of this method to theory-building is its capacity to contextualize behaviour by describing relational structures in a way that bridges the individual, relational and structural levels of analysis.

Describing the relational structure of a social setting first consists in identifying sub-sets of actors within this system. Such sub-sets can be reconstituted based, for instance, on measurement of the 'cohesion' or density of ties among members: one may say, for instance, that a sub-set of members constitutes a 'clique' when relationships among them are direct or strong. Sub-sets may also be reconstituted based on measurements of members' 'structural equivalence': in that case, actors are clustered together in a sub-set called a 'position' or 'block' because they share a similar relational profile (they have approximately the same type of relationships with the other actors in the setting, and not necessarily because they have strong ties with one another). Thus, structurally equivalent actors are located in the relational structure in an approximately similar way, which means that they may have, for instance, at the time of the fieldwork, the same 'enemies' and the same 'friends', be paralysed by similar constraints or be offered similar opportunities and resources.

Based on this initial description of the relational structure, structural analysis can be said to consist in three types of procedure:

1. Procedures reconstituting the morphology of the setting using partitions and descriptions of relations between sub-sets: network analysis reconstitutes 'cliques', 'blocks', or 'positions', but also relationships between such sub-sets, which is one of its most significant differences from classical sociometry. The latter did not leave the relational levels of analysis to reach the 'structural' one.

2. Procedures for positioning of actors in this structure. Each member of the social system can be located in this structure, for instance, based on his/her membership in a clique or in a position, or with individual scores such as centrality, prestige or autonomy. Such procedures are of particular interest to theoreticians because of their flexibility: they allow a constant back and forth movement from the individual and local level to the structural and global level, without losing sight of the individual (as would standard statistical aggregations of individual attributes).

3. Procedures associating members' position in the structure with their behaviour. The pattern of relations among actors can be considered to be an independent variable (among others) and its influence on members' behaviour disentangled from other effects and measured.

Contextualization works here through an association between members' position in a relational structure and their behaviour. In theory as well as in practice, this association between position and behaviour is never a deterministic one. It only describes trends. For instance, it often happens that some social settings cannot be partitioned in cliques or clearly defined positions, or that a considerable proportion of members have a unique relational profile (that is, which is not very similar to that of any other member of the setting). Therefore, researchers must constantly compare threshold effects, control for results by using different clustering or partitioning methods, mobilize their ethnographic knowledge of the field to choose what they
consider to be the most reliable technique, and make sense of the results within such boundaries.

The use of network analysis requires two additional but important preliminary tasks: the justification of the boundaries defined for the social setting under examination, as well as the relationships used to reconstitute the informal structure (Marsden 1990). Concerning boundaries, rigid delimitation of a social setting are not arbitrary, but the flexibility of network analysis offers ways of defining and redefining them in an analytical and exploratory way. Usually, social systems do not have clear boundaries, and the flexibility allows researchers to define temporary boundaries after exploration of the process of boundary definition by the members themselves. Two comments can be made regarding the definition of the relationships involved. First, the pattern of any network of ties – for instance the advice network in the firm – can be considered to be an approximation of the relational structure of this organization. Technically, network analysis can study networks separately, it can also superpose them and reach a transverse overall view of the relational structure. The question of which specific tie produces the pattern which is the closest to the overall informal structure is a substantive one. Secondly, the study of a specific network is not a goal in itself. It is part of the study of behaviour and processes that researchers are trying to contextualize. Without dependent variables, the description of the structure often remains sterile. In that sense, observing a specific network must have a meaning for the behaviour under consideration. The method itself does not establish a priori a hierarchy between the relations selected and examined. To give more importance to one type of relation than to another is a choice for which researchers must account prior to fieldwork.

The pattern of relationships that emerges from this analysis represents an important dimension of the structure of the setting. The specificity of this method is that this dimension of the structure has an internal and an external reality. It is internal in that it is built inductively based on the specificities observed among members, often identified and interpreted by them. It becomes external in that it characterizes a collective level on which separate individual members do not have much influence. Here, the distinction between micro and macro levels becomes much more manageable than with usual statistical techniques because this method allows the researcher to travel from one to the other in a very flexible way. When interpreting the pattern at the structural level, it is always possible to go back to the individual level, check who belongs to which position, then reason again at the collective level using that information.

As in classical theory, the conceptual link between structure and behaviour is provided by the notion of role. However, in current network analysis this notion has two distinct meanings. The first definition refers to the function of a position (that is, the sub-set of structurally equivalent members). In a network where a specific resource flows, relations between positions usually display a division of labour in the production and exchange of this resource. It is often hypothesized that members of a position who are integrated in the network in a relatively similar way will tend to have similar behaviour in this system of production and exchange. The second definition refers to a combination of relations compounding two or more different networks. Members' behaviour is not necessarily exclusively determined by their relations observed here and now, in one single network, but by their integration in several different networks. For example, one's spouse's boss can be considered to be a role because it articulates two different 'relational worlds'. White et al. (1976) are the first to have tried to partition collections of relations and to conceptualize the notion of role for multi-relational data sets. Roles become more complex and abstract constructs marking the simultaneous effect of several networks (past or present) on behaviour.

Network analysis can thus be conceived as a method of contextualization and quantitative framing for qualitative approaches to members' behaviour. The description of the relational structure by identification of sub-sets (cliques or positions), in one or several networks, is a way of identifying and/or collectively acting present at a specific moment in a social setting, as well as the relationships or exchanges between them. In turn, the description of these relations, or absence of relations, between blocks identifies a system of interdependencies between these collective actors. The analysis thus detects underlying regulatory mechanisms and offers useful indications for a qualitative and strategic perspective.

Seeking advice in a corporate law firm

Substantively, I will draw on a case study (Lazega 1992b, 1993) in the sociology of organizations to illustrate one way in which the bridge between micro (individual and relational) and macro (structural) levels is established. The study is based on fieldwork conducted in a New England corporate law firm (71 lawyers in three offices, comprising 36 partners and 35 associates) in 1991. All the lawyers in the firm were interviewed. In Nelson's (1988) terminology, this firm is a 'traditional' one, as opposed to a more 'bureaucratic' type. It is a relatively decentralized organization, which grew out of a merger, but without formal and acknowledged distinctions between profit centers. It adopted a managing partner structure during the 1980s for more efficient decision making and decision-making, but its managing partners are not 'rainmakers' and do not concentrate strong powers in their hands. Given the informality of the organization, a weak administration provides information, but does not have many formal rules to enforce. Although not departmentalized, the firm breaks down into two general areas of practice: the litigation area (half the lawyers of the firm) and the 'corporate' area (anything other than litigation).

Interdependence among attorneys working together on a file may be strong for a few weeks, and then weak for months. Sharing work and cross-selling among partners is done mostly on an informal basis. Given the classical stratification of such firms, work is supposed to be channelled to
associates through specific partners, but this rule is only partly respected. Pay’s compensation is based exclusively on a seniority lock-up system without any direct link between contribution and return. The firm goes to great lengths—when selecting associates to become partners—to take as few risks as possible that they will ‘pull their weight’. As a client-oriented, knowledgable organization, it tries to protect its human capital and social resources, such as its network clients, the policies of commingling partners’ assets (clients, experience, innovations) (Gibson and Meeus 1985) and the maintenance of an ideology of collegiality. Informal networks of collaboration, advice and ‘friendship’ (socializing outside) are therefore particularly important to the integration of the firm (Lazega 1992b).

To illustrate contextualization and bridging of levels of analysis, I focus here on the advice network among lawyers. Advice is an important resource in professional, collegial and knowledge-intensive organizations. In a law firm that structures itself so as to protect and develop its human and social capital (Gibson and Meeus 1985; Nelson 1988; Smigel 1969), such a resource is particularly vital. Given this importance, one could easily believe that flows of advice in the firm are ‘free’, or at least that they do not encounter structural obstacles which would systematically prevent exchanges of intelligence between any two members. However, even in a context that is saturated with advice, many factors create obstacles for exchanges of ideas. Most importantly, advice-seeking is influenced by the formal and informal structure of the firm. These dimensions of the structure contain elements of ideas among members. In turn, such constraints are managed in different ways by the members of the firm, which creates disadvantages and inequalities among them (Lazega 1993). To follow the flows of advice in the firm, I used the following name-generator which, among many others, was submitted to all the lawyers in the firm:

Here is the list of all the lawyers in the firm. To whom do you go for basic professional advice, not simply technical advice, for instance when you want to make sure that you are doing things right – for instance handling a case? Would you go through this list, and check the names of those persons.

To give an idea of the task performed by the interviewee, here are some of the statements provided along with the sociometric choices:

Usually advice involves something of another area of law, one that I am not practicing. Among the people who can answer, I choose those with experience and the smartest, those who have proved that they have good ideas. With associates, it is different: I can ask for their reaction, but I have to decide for myself. One thing I have learned is that nobody knows everything. Don’t ignore the young people. The most stupid guy can sometimes have a good idea. (a partner)

It's a mixed bag. If advice includes issues related to firm management, Smith I would ask on ethics type of questions, or on legal conflicts. He's been around longer than most. Jones for anything having to do with the management of the Hartford office, I rely on him for that. Brown for associate staffing type of issues and also general advice too, what he thinks of where the firm is going. Robertson

was basically a managing partner in another firm before he came, I can ask him all sorts of questions on what he would do about this or that. (the current managing partner)

On a particular file, I would go to the partner with whom I work on this file. So the list looks a lot like the co-workers list, although not entirely. There have been times where I got other people’s perspective, for instance when other partners with whom I have already worked on similar files have helped me, or when I need to know the implications for the client in other fields. I am a corporate lawyer, and the people I ask are usually in the litigation department. (an associate)

In quantitative terms, answers to the question vary extensively. At both extremes, we have a partner who says that he does not need nor ask anyone for advice, and another partner who declares seeking advice from 30 other colleagues. On average, lawyers have in their network 12 colleagues with whom they can exchange basic work-related ideas. However, such indexes may be misleading. They hide structural effects constraining resource flows, as well as advantages from which some members benefit given their position in the informal structure of the firm. Formal as well as informal dimensions of the structure of the firm have an influence on the choice of advisers. Here, I describe briefly the effect of selected formal dimensions. I then use an analysis of structural equivalence to describe more at length the informal relational structure emerging from this advice network.

It is possible to describe the effect of several dimensions of the formal structure on members’ choices of advisers. Members’ status (partner versus associate), specialty (litigation versus corporate) and office (Boston, Hartford or Providence) all have significant effects on the choices of advisers. For instance, it is much more frequent for associates to seek advice from partners than from other associates. Exchanges of ideas and intelligence in this firm are indeed affected by status games among members. The same is true of members’ office and specialty. In this firm, litigators have a significantly higher probability of choosing advisers among other litigators rather than among corporate lawyers. A similar trend is observed among the latter. Thus the formal structure of the firm weighs heavily on advice-seeking behaviour. This reflects the existence of informal and unspoken rules regarding exchanges of advice in this firm.

However, such rules are not rigid. The figures show many deviations from them. Thus, other, more informal, constraints also contribute in shaping flows of advice. To describe the ways in which they do so, network analytical techniques provide fine tools for uncovering the invisible pattern of advice-seeking which characterizes this specific firm. This pattern is described below, using an analysis of structural equivalence among members (Burt 1982, 1991), which clusters in the same ‘position’ actors with similar relational profiles in the network examined. Eleven clearly different positions are thus identified. Regardless of the number of individuals in each position, the positions and the relations between them create a complex pattern, or informal structure. Figure 9.1 provides an overview of the relations between these positions.
A detailed description of these positions and the relationships among them is available in the Appendix. To summarize, Position One, the 'hard core' of the firm, is composed of Boston partners of all specialties. Position Two clusters the 'atypical' attorneys (either 'lateral', i.e., lawyers recruited from other law firms, or of non-lucrative corporate specialties) from both main offices. Position Three is that of Hartford core corporate partners. Position Four is that of Hartford core litigation partners. Position Five is that of the 'coordinators', mostly senior women litigation associates in Boston. Position Six clusters the firm's 'universal advisers', all litigators in Boston. Position Seven is composed of a group of Boston litigation associates called 'the boys'. Position Eight is that of the most junior associates in the firm, all Boston litigators and called 'the beginners'. Position Nine clusters Hartford litigation associates. Position Ten is mainly that of lateral corporate associates in the whole firm. Position Eleven is mainly composed of 'atypical' Boston corporate associates. A category of 'residual' actors (i.e., actors whose relational profile is different from that of everyone else) does not appear in this figure. As an example of relations between two positions, notice that members of Position Ten tend not to seek advice from members of Position Eleven; or that members of all positions tend to seek advice from members of Position Six.

The analysis of the directions taken by the flows of advice in the firm provides useful insights into the context in which members of this firm exchange this type of resource. Very generally, this context can be described by an obvious stratification between those who are often sought out for advice and those who are almost never (or very little) consulted. Within each of these two categories, interesting absences of relations can be detected and interpreted as specific characteristics of this context.

The first category includes members of Positions One to Six. It is not surprising to find that blocks of partners (as opposed to associates) occupy a central place in this informal pattern. As shown by Figure 9.1, the five positions of partners (One, Two, Three, Four and Five) form a sub-set towards which requests for advice converge from all positions. For instance, exchanges with Position One are very frequent; all tend to seek its members for advice, and they often reciprocate, except with Position Four (Hartford litigation partners sometimes perceived as rivals). Position Six is the most effective at integrating the firm with regard to the distribution of this resource: its members tend to be sought out for advice by the members of all the other positions, but it only reciprocates to Positions One and Five (and especially not to Two, Three and Four).

The second category includes members of Positions Seven to Eleven. For instance, members of Positions Seven and Eight have access to the rest of the firm through Position Five (the coordinators) or Six (the universal advisers) members. Positions Ten and Eleven members are exceptions to this trend. Their members reach directly the most important partners in the firm. Such trends can be explained by the ethnography of the firm: we know, for instance, that most associates in Positions Ten and Eleven are laterals; they did not 'grow up' in the firm, and may not have internalized the norms and informal boundaries which inhibit other associates who came up through the ranks. In addition, given their seniority, they may try to intensify their direct ties with partners to get themselves known and increase their chances of becoming a partner.

Absence of relations between positions show asymmetries in the flows of advice across the firm. They describe the context in which advice-seeking occurs in terms of informal stratification (concentration of choices on an 'elite' of advisers and on specific positions in the overall pattern) and polarization (between offices and specialties). In such a context, some members have direct access to advice from important partners, whereas others have to pay a relatively higher price to get access to the same resources. The informal structure thus creates or reflects inequalities among members. Moreover, to seek advice, members also cross the boundaries identified above in the description of the effect of specific dimensions of the formal structure. Such infractions to the rules may be tolerated for some, and less for others.
For instance, concerning the absence of exchanges among associates, notice that members of Positions Seven, Eight, Nine and Eleven exchange advice within their own group, but very little with the members of other positions. This may be explained by the fact that members of each group have to strike a fragile balance between cooperation and competition. They need each other for advice, but they also tend to be rivals in their relationships with partners. This is particularly true for the members of Positions Five, Nine, Ten and Eleven who were supposed, at the time of the fieldwork, to come up for partnership in the next two years. This competition between associates can result in the design of different relational structures. Five members, for instance, may try to reduce the number of situations in which the members of other positions of associates will get a chance to show their capacity to provide advice, for instance by insulating them in compartmentalized domains defined by traditional and formal internal boundaries. Similarly, lateral or 'foreign' (from another office) associates may let themselves be used more often because they are perceived to be easier to exploit or less threatening in terms of loss of status for the advice-seeker.

But the most striking and special aspect of the pattern in Figure 9.1 is the absence of direct reciprocity between certain positions of partners (between Positions One and Four, and between Positions Three/Four and Six). Focusing on the relationships among partners shows again that the One-Six axis is dominant in the control of the flows of advice, but also the absence of reciprocity in these flows, especially among Boston and Hartford litigation partners who compete for the best associates, and for status and prestige within the firm. This asymmetry — which cannot be explained by economic incentives to withhold advice or let other partners down — is even stronger when Figure 9.1 is simplified to retain only reciprocal relations between positions, i.e. true collective exchanges of advice. Polarization between Hartford and Boston is still present, as well as the centrality and power of Position One in terms of advice flows. Members of this position, for instance, obviously prefer to seek advice from associates of Position Five rather than from their own partners in Positions Four and Five.

A compartmentalized structure emerges, where some have more or better resources to deal with competition and get access to resources such as advice, whereas others are clearly cornered and dependent. This context of advice-seeking is thus constraining in terms of efficiency, but also in terms of control and internal politics. Although exchange of advice often justifies the existence of such firms, actors' strategies at different levels often orient these flows and structure a 'market' for advice in a specific way.

To summarize, this example started with the effect of dimensions of the formal structure (boundaries imposed by stratification, division of work and differences in office membership) on the flows of advice. A network analytical procedure has described the pattern of advice relationship at the collective and structural level. This pattern represents the relational context in which individual members seek advice from one another. In turn, this contextualization of individual behaviour helps in understanding how members strike a balance between competition and cooperation within the firm in terms of access to, and management of, such resources. It shows in particular how flows of advice are clearly shaped by symbolic games of membership, recognition, inclusions and exclusions, identification and social differentiation. The description of this specific advice-based dimension of the relational structure of the firm allows us to look at the relationship between members' position in the structure, their behaviour in terms of advice-seeking, and their advantages or disadvantages in terms of access to resources. The same approach can help link any relational structure to any behaviour, including assertions, attributions of different meanings to different stimuli (Emerson and Messinger 1977; Lazega 1992a) — provided that they are observed in a systematic way — as well as the type of actions on which interactionist and qualitative studies currently focus.

Network analysis and symbolic interaction

One of the potential uses for this method is to develop the structural dimension of interactionist approaches. It provides rigorous and flexible tools for analysing behaviour at the individual, relational and structural levels simultaneously. Therefore, it is of interest to such approaches when they try to combine both the actor's perspective and the system's perspective in their account of individual and collective action. Compatibility between the two approaches is both methodological and substantive.

Network analysis is an inductive character. This inductive character is precisely what makes it compatible with approaches to social phenomena such as that of symbolic interactionism. From both perspectives, researchers at the beginning of their fieldwork do not have a precise picture of the morphology of their social setting, the number and composition of collective actors in presence, or the configuration of the relationships and exchanges between them. Observers progressively reach this picture of the system and its regulation at the structural level. Although it introduces a quantitative dimension in the analysis, this formalization does not reify the method, nor does it rely on a reified conception of the structure.

As demonstrated by Maine (1977), many symbolic interactionists have taken structures into account, defining the specificity of the contexts in which they were doing research and giving considerable importance to structural constraints when describing actors' behaviour. 'Structuralist' symbolic interactionists — from Hughes (1945, 1958) to Freidson (1976, 1986), Bucher (1970), Benson and Day (1976), Day and Day (1977), Strong and Dingwall (1983), Dingwall and Strong (1985) — developed a less 'subjectivist' framework than theoreticians more attracted to social psychology. Symbolic interactionist work taking social structure into account relies on a less rigid and less stable conception of the structure than does the functionalist tradition (which is why, from the latter perspective, the interactionist definition of the structure is often non-existent). But it has not done so in a truly systematic way.
Based on the previous sections, it is possible to argue that network analysis can provide symbolic interaction theory with a systematic contextualization tool. In fact, such a contextualization has multiple levels. This multi-level character is best explained by a link between the concepts of structure, identity, and the definition of the situation.

Describing relational structures is only a first step in the contextualization of behaviour. It is based on members’ local perception of their ties, which are then aggregated and combined into an informal pattern at the global or collective level. But the construction of ties, or choice of exchange partners, does not happen in a vacuum. A second step consists in looking at the effect of formal structural dimensions on the choices of ties. For instance, members of organizations looking for exchange partners often choose others similar to themselves with respect to various characteristics (for example, specialty, status or office membership). As a consequence, an emergent context of behaviour is itself shaped by background formal contexts. From a symbolic interactionist perspective, the latter can be defined as a set of institutional identities formally attributed to some members, with various degrees of authority attached to them. Consequently, formal dimensions of structure can be said to have a double effect on behaviour, directly and indirectly: directly, because formal structure translates into identities and rules to which members can refer when monitoring their behaviour; indirectly, because they do have an influence on the choices of exchange partners, and therefore on the formation of relational and informal patterns.

Understanding contextualization in this way resonates with the symbolic interactionist conception of the link between structure, individual behaviour, or ‘rationality’; that is, the ‘definition of the situation’. This link is based on the concepts of identity and role. Actors use attributes provided by formal and informal structures as sources of identities in their definition of the situation. Contextualization thus has both a theoretical and practical meaning. For theorists of individual and collective action, it means understanding constraints potentially orienting members’ behaviour. For actors themselves, it means actively shaping specific identities when evaluating the appropriateness of their behaviour (Lazega 1992a).

This multi-level method of contextualization complicates the study of human behaviour under structural constraints by combining formal and informal dimensions of structure, as well as combining quantitative and formalized approaches with qualitative and ethnographic ones. Network analysis can thus help transform symbolic interaction into a fully fledged theory of collective action capable of expanding its explorations. It solves the main problem that the ‘negotiated order theory’ (Strauss et al. 1963; Strauss 1978) wanted to solve; that is, going beyond the difference between formal and informal structure. Informal sub-sets emerging from the analysis are different from, but closely intertwined with, the formal morphology of a setting. A comparison between prescribed and emergent structures becomes possible because formal (for instance, the chart) and informal dimensions of the structure can be described in the same terms, both being representative as networks of ties and as sets of identities. In addition, attributes of individual and collective actors can be combined with characteristics of their relations. Here again, this points out that, for both approaches, members themselves contribute in constructing the structures which end up constraining their own behaviour. Network analysis as a method of multi-level contextualization can thus help symbolic interaction follow this process and travel from the actor’s perspective to the system’s perspective and backwards.

Such a rapprochement still raises several conceptual difficulties, to be addressed by theorists, or by researchers on a case-by-case basis. First, the existence of ties is inferred from reported or observed interactions, exchanges of resources and common activities. To identify the specific type of interaction or tie of interest in the reconstitution of a network, researchers have to rely on shared meanings specifying such interactions or ties. ‘Shared’ means that the tie and action have to make sense to all the members of a social setting in a broadly similar way. As put by Fine (1991, 1992, Fine and Kleinman 1983), structure’s reality is separate from its interpretation, but must be mediated through perception of conduct options and external forces. Network analysts know that, in order to reconstitute a network, one needs a clear definition of the ties constituting this network. They rely on the idea that networks are exchange networks. Therefore, the definition of meaningful ties (i.e. ties through which resources flow) is left to the researcher and negotiated with respondents prior to the collection of network data. Network analysts, however, have not given priority to this issue they do not account much for differences in the way members of a social settings define what resource a specific relationship represents; for instance, for the variety of definitions of friendship among the members of an organization. Furthermore, network analysts have not, up to now, paid much attention to redefinitions of relationships. Members are not assumed to be strategic, capable of changing the meaning of their relationship. The link between renegotiation of the meaning of a relationship and the dynamics of relational structures is not systematically addressed.

Secondly, although it is an issue that goes beyond the scope of this chapter, this rapprochement, in order to become truly significant in the study of individual and collective action, has to produce theoretical developments as well. Two issues illustrate the need for such developments: the problem of an inductive and deductive theory of structure, and the problem of an integrated theory of role.

First, from the symbolic interactionist perspective, social order is constructed through meaningful, self-other interaction (Blumer 1969) under the ‘surveillance’ of reference groups, an audience which is not necessarily empirically present, but nevertheless exercising social control, and thus constraining behaviour by judging its appropriateness. In this context, the question of the structure is raised in terms of institutional constraints influencing negotiations of identities or appropriateness judgements (Lazega 1992a,; McColl and Simmons 1966). Since most interactions take place in situations that are never completely structured, nor necessarily clearly defined
in actors' minds, the latter may not necessarily know which of their identities will be involved in the ongoing interaction, and which behaviour is more appropriate given the choice of such identity. A phase of mutual identification, of identity negotiation and ranking, is necessary for interactions to take place. The link between the structure of the social setting and the interactive processes which take place within them is theorized through this negotiation. This basic theory thus offers an abstract and deductive way of contextualizing behaviour which needs to be articulated with inductive methodologies practised by interactionists and by network analysts. Whether formalized or not, descriptions of relational contexts in which actors' behaviour takes place do not offer a synthesis of both inductive and deductive approaches. Such a development must rest on a theory of social control and the notion of network constraint (White 1992): actors' interactions create relational constraints which in turn end up constraining their interactions in a way that must be interpretable in terms of social control, management of identities and legitimacy. This process is inherent in the interactive construction of social structure, but invisible in the mechanics of network analysis.

Secondly, an example of conceptual proximity between network analysis and symbolic interaction through contextualization: at both the individual and collective levels can come from the comparison between the notion of role as used in both perspectives. As seen above, a conceptual link between structure and behaviour in network analysis is provided by the notion of role, which can be understood as the function performed by a position (for instance, a sub-set of structurally equivalent members), or as a combination of relations compounding two or more different networks. This operation of the concept of role, like any model, simplifies the description of constraints on behaviour, especially because it is exclusively relational. For critics (Brinn 1992; DiMaggio 1992), the role of normative and cultural orientations may be as important in the explanation of actors' behaviour, especially when structural constraints are multiple and sometimes contradictory. In addition, for most general theories of action, such as Nadel's (1957), a role results from normative expectations and relations with associates carrying these expectations and sanctioning deviations. To the extent that behaviour is guided by internalized norms, it may be difficult to connect a relational basis for all rights and duties; for instance, by finding authority figures which represent them or speak on their behalf. Roles are not only a synthesis of individual and social levels, but also of cultural and relational dimensions. Structural analysis, which focuses on the relational dimension of roles, presupposes norms of values or recognizes them ex post facto. But when researchers cannot reconstitute an empirical relational basis for a norm, the latter is not recognizable. In that sense network analysis, on its own, cannot take cultural elements sufficiently into account so as to ground a general theory of collective action. The ways in which the two dimensions of collective action have to be articulated can only be theorized using additional theoretical assumptions, such as those provided by symbolic interactionism.
Conclusion

Network analysis reconstitutes inductively the relational structure of social settings, based on knowledge of ties among members (Burt 1982, Wasserman and Faust 1994; White et al. 1976). Its procedures provide a rigorous method for analysing social phenomena at the individual, relational and structural levels simultaneously. The result is a flexible link between micro and macro levels of analysis, one which does not divide the concept of structure. As a method of multi-level contextualization of behaviour, it has much in common with the work of symbolic interactionists interested in behaviour from participants' and from the system's perspective simultaneously. This connection between network analysis and symbolic interactionism needs further theoretical clarification. But researchers doing ethnography can use network data from observation or records and attempt similar analyses. ‘Triangulation’ of methods can thus enhance rigorous qualitative research that raises new theoretical issues.

It should be stressed that, in spite of being theoretically consistent with symbolic interactionist theory of action, this contextualization is sometimes difficult to achieve. Boundary specification and choice of relations have an effect on the external and internal validity of research. Also, data collection can meet with understandable resistance from members whose relationships, exchanges and power games are exposed. In addition, sociometric interviews are time-consuming for individuals and for organizations, which may encourage researchers to look for indirect ways of observing relationships among members. Thus, only the methodological imagination of researchers can overcome such disadvantages. Within such limitations, the method of multi-level contextualization has a clear potential for contributing to qualitative and ethnographic research, from which it originally stemmed.

Appendix

Detailed presentation of Figure 9.1

All Boston and Providence senior partners, including the managing partner and two more junior partners, of all specialties, occupy Position One (Partners 1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 20, 29, 34). They exchange advice among themselves and seek advice from partners from Positions Two, Three and Six, mixing all specialties and offices, as well as from Boston associates of Positions Five and Eleven. Note that they do not directly seek out Hartford litigation partners, or Hartford litigation associates with little experience or seniority. However, their advice is sought out by the members of the positions they seek out (Two, Three, Five, Six and Eleven), but also by members of positions Four (Hartford litigation partners) and Ten (any partners from all offices). This confirms an asymmetry between Boston and Hartford partners within the same specialty. This asymmetry is probably caused by a certain prestige competition between the main litigation partners of these offices, by the critical mass—in terms of the number of litigators—reached by the Boston office, but also perhaps by a certain ‘arrogance’ of its members. This is suggested by their prominence scores (Burt 1991). More than half of the most prominent partners in the firm (the advice network) belong to this position. Therefore, I call it the ‘hard core’ of the firm. Its members are more often sought out and listened to than others.

The second position clusters ‘asymmetrical’ (non-lucrative specialty and lateral recruitment) mainly corporate partners and associates from both offices (2, 7, 19, 25, 45, 50, 60). This does not mean that their advice is not sought out. On the contrary, they exchange advice among themselves and seek out partners from Positions One, Three, Four and Six, mixing specialties and offices. They do not seek out any associate in the firm, thus playing more status games than members of the previous position. Their advice is sought out by partners from Positions One, Three and Four, but not Six, as well as by asymmetrical associates from both largest offices (Positions Ten and Eleven). It is interesting to remember that lateral associates have to rely almost exclusively on their competence to become a partner, and that they may consequently have a more instrumental attitude in exchanges of advice. They have less time than other associates to make themselves known to partners, and may take advantage of these exchanges to meet them more systematically. They are also members of both offices, and constitute an unexpected bridge between them. They almost never seek out associates from other positions, but are sought out by the latter (especially from Positions Ten and Eleven). Asymmetrical partners and associates tend to exchange ideas more often with one another than with more typical colleagues. This particular circuit in the advice flows may explain that this second position cuts systematically across specialty and office boundaries. I call it the position of ‘asymmetrical’ attorneys.

The third position clusters exclusively Hartford corporate partners (14, 28, 32, 33) who exchange advice among themselves and seek out partners from all the other positions (One, Two, Four and Six), but almost never associates. This is perhaps due to the fact that there are few corporate associates in Hartford, and that direct access to corporate associates may be a delicate matter, unless through Boston partners, which introduces a certain dependence. Their advice is sought out by partners from Positions One, Two and Four (but not Position Six), as well as by associates from Positions Nine, Ten and Eleven, i.e. asymmetrical associates from all offices and Hartford litigation associates. Notice that Boston corporate associates do not seek out these Hartford partners of the same specialty. I call this position the position of the Hartford corporate partners.

The fourth position is composed exclusively of Hartford litigation partners (5, 18, 30, 31) who exchange advice among themselves and seek out partners from all the other positions (Positions One, Two, Three and Six) but again very rarely from associates. Their advice is sought out in return by the members of Positions Two, Three and Six, but not One, the Boston ‘hard-core’ litigation partners. One finds here again the prestige competition, the critical mass and independence of Boston, the peculiarity of the advice network above. Hartford litigation associates (Position Nine) seek them out as well as Boston litigation associates of Position Five (who play a broker role between litigation partners and associates in the whole firm) and Ten. Associates from Positions Seven, Eight and Eleven do not have direct access to these Position Four partners, but are separated by status and office boundaries. I call this position that of Hartford litigation partners.

The fifth position is exclusively composed of women litigators in Boston (27, 38, 39, 43): the most senior woman partner in the firm and the three most senior women associates in the firm. They exchange advice among themselves and seek advice from partners in Positions One, Four and Six, mainly the most prominent partners in the advice network, Boston and Hartford litigation partners. They are very close to the
most prominent position in the network and focused exclusively on advice relationships with other litigators; they do not seek out other associates, corporate partners, or atypical partners described above. They do, however, exchange ideas with Hartford litigation partners (Position Four), which may be a sign of independence from Position One partners. Their advice, however, is sought out by members of six positions (One, Six, Seven, Eight, Nine and Eleven). They centralize many requests and even Boston partners (corporate as well as litigation partners) ask for their advice, as do all the litigation associates in the firm. Notice that even Hartford litigation associates (Position Nine) seek them out for advice, which may allow them to bypass their own Hartford litigation partners and take less risk with their reputation there (they do not have to go for advice to their own direct and local "bosses"). This position is also clearly a bridge between prominent Position One partners and firm litigation associates who do not have access to them directly (for instance, Positions Seven and Eight). Finally, members of this position have very few advice relationships with the atypical lawyers in the firm and with the corporate side of the firm. They are a pure product of the Boston office, its training and promotion system. I call this position that of the women's litigation coordinators.

The sixth position is made of the partners most active in firm administrative committees (managing partners and deputy managing partners excepted), that Nelson (1988) calls 'minders,' as well as two of the most senior male associates in the firm (13, 21, 24, 26, 35, 40, 41). All are litigators from Boston. They exchange advice among themselves and seek out Position One partners and Position Five associates, thus confining themselves within their own office. All are among the most prominent lawyers in the firm, and their position is the most central in the whole pattern. Their advice is sought by members of all other positions. They are the most "universal" and reachable advisers in the firm they are sought out by lawyers regardless of status, office or specialty. Notice that, although it is very Bostonian, this position is different from Position One precisely because of its high reachability and homogeneity (it is exclusively made up of litigators). I call this position that of the universal advisers.

Position Seven is exclusively made of Boston medium seniority (three or four years with the firm) male litigation associates that other associates call "the boys" (49, 52, 54, 55, 56, 57, 62, 65 and 68). They exchange advice among themselves and seek out Position Five associates and Position Six partners, all litigators. Note that they do not have direct access to Position One partners, despite being also pure products of the Boston office. Thus, in terms of exchange of ideas and advice, they are relatively isolated from the rest of the firm. They are themselves sought out only by more junior associates (Position Eight).

The most junior associates in the firm (66, 67, 69, 71), recruited six months before the interviews, all Boston litigators, also have a position of their own (Position Eight). They exchange advice among themselves and seek out Position Five, Six and Seven members, mostly more senior associates and the universal advisers (who are partly in charge of associates). They do not dare bother other partners and seek to senior associates of their own office and specialty. Nobody seeks them out in the advice network. This relative isolation is a classic characteristic of first-year associates in law firms. I call them the 'beginners'.

A ninth position is composed exclusively of Hartford litigation medium seniority (three or four years with the firm) associates (51, 38, 59). They exchange advice among themselves and seek out litigation and corporate partners in Hartford (Positions Three and Four), as well as the coordinators and universal advisors in Boston (Positions Five and Six). It is obvious that associates in Hartford have more direct access to partners in their office than their peers in Boston do. This may be due to the smaller size of the Hartford office and to its specific climate. Like the majority of Boston associates, though, they cannot have direct access to partners of the other office, and have to use intermediaries. Seeking them out directly would be perceived as deliberate bypassing (and lack of trust in) partners in their own office. Nobody seeks out their advice. I call this position that of Hartford litigation associates.

Position Ten is made of relatively marginal associates in the firm (44, 47, 61, 70), i.e. corporate lateral or members of the small Providence office (at the time of the fieldwork). They do not exchange advice among themselves and seek out directly partners from Positions One, Two, Three, Four and Six partners, who do not reciprocate. Just like the members of Position Two, they contribute to blurring internal specialty and offices boundaries. No one seeks them out for advice. I call them the 'peripheral associates'.

Finally, Position Eleven is composed of Boston corporate associates (42, 48, 53, 64), also relatively atypical in the firm (one lateral, one 'permanent associate', etc.). They exchange advice among themselves and seek out members of Positions One, Two, Three, Five and Six. The main difference between these associates and the others of similar profile (such as Position Ten associates, for instance) is that partners from Position One, one of the most prominent in the firm, seek out their advice. I call this position that of the Boston atypical corporate associates.

A 'residual' category (Burt, 1991) includes seven members (6, 22, 23, 33, 36, 37, 63) whose relational profile in this advice network is very different from that of any other member in the firm.

Notes

1 For an introduction to network analysis, see, for example, Berkowitz (1982), Wasserman and Faust (1994), and the documentation of software such as UCINET 4 (Borgatti 1995) and STRUCTURE 4.2 (Burt 1991).

2 A 'network' is not understood here as a specific type of collective actor or specific form of coordination of collective action, one which would offer a third option, for instance, between markets and organizations.

3 There is currently no consensus on the notions used here. For differences, see Burt (1982), Wasserman and Faust (1994) and White et al. (1976).

4 For a more detailed description and explanation of these effects, see Lazega (1993) and Lazega and van Duijn (1997).

5 Symbolic interaction theory has long been criticized for its lack of interest in macrosociology in general, in the existence of social institutions, of bureaucracies, power structures and strategies of any kind. This replication, however, is undeserved. Fine and Kleinman (1983, see also Fine 1991, 1992), Malmes (1977, 1988) and Stryker (1980) show that the interactionist movement is not homogeneous. It takes into account, much more than is generally acknowledged, the structure of social settings as a determinant of behaviour.

6 Structurally, relationships between formal and informal dimensions of structure can be studied by looking at the effect of actors' attributes on their choices of exchange partners (Lazega and van Duijn 1997).

7 This, however, does not mean that quantitative network analysts exclude meanings from their consideration of social structure. There is a risk of uniformization of meanings with the standardization of name-generators. But, intrinsically, the method focuses on a shared and temporary meaning of a relationship. Discovering what relationships mean to partners is done before systematic data collection. This collection will usually have to focus on specific
types of meanings for empirical and analytical convenience, not because the meaning of relationships is not taken into account. Within this constraint, the main purpose of network tools, as they stand today, is to describe structural constraints on members’ behaviour and opportunities given their position in the relational structure of a social setting.

8 In effect, we usually know that we have a formal attribute and we use it as an instrument in our judgements of appropriateness or definition of the situation. But we do not necessarily know in the same way that we belong to a specific position in a specific informal structure, and that we are structurally equivalent to (have roughly the same relational profile as) someone else.

9 Members (as opposed to finders or rulemakers, who find clients, or to grinders, who do most of the actual legal work) concentrate their attention on the functioning of the firm as an organization and on long-established clients.
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The Interactional Study of Organizations: a Critique and Reformulation

Robert Dingwall and P.M. Strong

This chapter is intended as a contribution to the debate about the condition of the ‘negotiated order’ approach to the study of organizations, which was the topic of an Urban Life special issue (October 1982). The chapter reviews the evolution of this approach and related developments in organizational theory and argues that these have failed to resolve the problems of the relationship between social and formal organization in a manner that is either theoretically or methodologically satisfactory. The chapter outlines alternative proposals, drawing broadly on contributions from ethnography and the sociology of language.

The negotiated order approach to the study of organizations can be viewed, at least in part, as a reaction to the model that has dominated the study of organizations since the First World War. This model, based on a particular reading of Weber (1947), has variously been described as ‘rational’ (Benson 1971), ‘goal oriented’ (Georgiou 1973) or ‘structural-comparative’ (Davies 1979). It draws a sharp line between the study of social organization and of formal organization.

In contrast to the social organization that emerges whenever men are living together, there are organizations that have been deliberately established for a certain purpose. Since the distinctive characteristic of these organizations is that they have been formally established for the explicit purpose of achieving certain goals, the term ‘formal organizations’ is used to designate them. (Blau and Scott 1963: 5)

This classic model of formal organizations stressed their supra-individual character as rational, rule-governed systems for the pursuit of specified goals. Research involved the comparison of structures for their efficiency in achieving intended objectives, neglecting the problem of how such structures were constituted in the first place. This neglect, however, contributed to the rapid accumulation of anomalous findings within this paradigm. Four such anomalies, all relating to the separation of formal from social organization, are relevant to the present discussion:

1: Observations of members’ actual behaviour proved difficult to reconcile with the requirements of the theory. As the Hawthorne studies (for
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